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FANCY A VENDING MACHINE
Shades of bkie add a unique
touch

to

he intero W

Curved pnelling softening
the

overal

feel of the

store

FEMININE CHIC
Inaugurating its secondbranch in Mumbai with a
vibrant ambience, the apparel store Fancy Panls
celebrates women of all sizes and shapes

he recently
opened Fancy Pants locale,in
for
a

house

high-street fashion clothing

all sizes, marks the second establishment
of

the brand. Set in Bandra, an upscale

draw

suburb of Mumbai, the store's interiors

FACAPAMS

inspirationcolour
from the brandsin colour, hot pink, with

contrasting
underlying notes

a

AEIIIZILL

palette

of

black

emerald

and

green and
white in the

form of stripes.

For Fancy P'ants vibrant acsthetic, the owners joincd

hands with Quirk Studio; an avant-garde interior design
fhrm founded in 2013 by designer-duo Disha Bhavsar and
Shivani Ajmera, who are also behind the brand's very first
appointment-based branch in Mumbai.
with
The

Hamboyant interiors are juxtaposed

smooth

terrazzo-style flooring which complements the
cutting-edge design. The implementation of classical
arches throughout the studio proved an artistic aura. "The
ADOve Blush and hot pink tones
are spruce

the Fancy Pants store designed
by Quirk Studio

great thing about the brand is that they celebrateand make

clothes for all sizes," say Disha and Shivani.Hence we
that as a
for
to
design,

took
starting point the
and decided
incorporate curves throughout to showcase the celebration
of curves. Hence the arches, the rounded paneling, the

Huting on the furniture and even the rounded racks. The
zesthul contrasting of colour tones, complemented by the

with warmehad
warmth and

sensorial

are enhanced
tor
an

stimulation, makes

inviting space where an upbeat, vISually rich shopping
experience awaits. quirkstudio.1m

stisacartaicdetails
omplementing the prand's identiy
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